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PART 1

Goku kid in an anime style  
This step-by-step guide is the first part of a tutorial on how  
to paint the child Goku from Dragon Ball. This time we will employ 
a different painting style, trying to imitate the Japanese anime 
look.

By Jon Gómez (Pintureando.com)

First, a black primer is applied. Surface Primer 
Black 70.602 can be applied either with a brush and 
an airbrush. We can also use Hobby Paint Spray 
Black 28.012.

The skin is shaded by applying a mixture of 
Fantasy-Pro Natural Flesh 74.006 and Fantasy-Pro 
Burned Flesh 74.002 in the folds and area naturally 
in shadow.
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Using an airbrush, we apply a zenithal highlight 
using Game Air Cold Grey 72.750.

The first highlight is applied using Model Color 
Sunny Skin Tone 70.845. 

All of Goku’s skin is painted using Fantasy-Pro 
Natural Flesh 74.006.

A second and final highlight is applied to the skin 
using a mixture of Game Color Pale Flesh 72.003 
and Fantasy-Pro Highlight Skin 74.008.
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We apply the first highlights with Model Color 
Orange Red 70.910, this time focusing on all the 
points that naturally catch the light.

We then prepare a dark blue color, mixing Model 
Color Dark Sea Blue 70.898 and Model Color Blue 
70.925, to paint the shoes and the wrist cloth.
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To give the final touch to the clothes, Game Color 
Orange Fire 72.008 is used in small areas that 
receive the maximum light.

The base color is applied, using a mixture of Model 
Color Blue 70.925 and Game Color Magic Blue 
72.021. As with other parts of the figure, we will keep 
the dark blue from the previous step in the lower 
areas and folds of the clothes as a shadow shade.

For the socks, we use a first base coat of Model 
Color Neutral Grey 70.992. Then we apply Model 
Color White 70.951, leaving the gray in the lower 
areas where the shadows would naturally be.

To finish the blue areas, we apply a highlight in the 
upper areas with Game Color Electric Blue 72.023.
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PART 1 - Goku Kid in an anime style

The eyes are painted with Model Color White 
70.951 and then the pupils and eyebrows with 
Model Color Black 70.950. 

7 Goku’s clothes are painted with Game Color Heavy 
Red 72.141. 

For the base color of the clothes, we apply Game 
Color Bloody Red 72.010, leaving the previous 
darker red in all the folds.
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